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                          Dentist - Tysons, VA

				A Beautiful Smile
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				Amazing Dentist in Tysons
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 V.I.P Experience


			
				We treat our patients like friends because they actually are our friends! [image: Dr. Naini and smiling woman]
				We Build Relationships
			
			
				From grandkids to grandparents, we have everything to make your entire family smile![image: Dr. Naini posing with young patients]
				All Ages Welcome
			
			
				We’ll greet you by name and give you a dental experience unlike any other.[image: Team members]
				Caring Staff
						
		

		
			-Alex M. Naini, DDS[image: Tysons Dentist, Dr. Naini]
			
				Award-Winning,
 gentle Dentistry

				Customized Dentistry, Exceptional Results

				Dr. Alex Naini is sought out by professional athletes, beauty pageant contestants, and local families alike because they know they can always rely on her to get a beautiful, healthy smile. Thanks to her extensive experience and training at some of the most prestigious dental institutions in the world, no matter who comes through the doors of the Aesthetic Dental Spa, they’ll always get personalized attention and leave with a world-class smile they can truly be proud of.
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				Get Ready for a VIP Experience
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                       Our Patients Love Us


		
							
									
					
					
					
						“Excellent service. Prompt, on time and Quality work. Best dental practice in DMV.”
						Chris Carter, VA
					

					
						“Dr. Alex is amazing! She handled my little family with love and care.  She is very knowledgeable and an expert in the field. We're so thankful that we found her practice.”
						Jessica P., Vienna, VA
					

					
						“Dr. Naini is both professional and personal.  She provides a level of care that is above and beyond other dentists in the area - she's great with hyper-sensitive patients, such as myself, while still being incredibly thorough and effective in her care.”
						Nicole D., Washington, DC
					

					
						“Dr Alex is a beautiful person and she makes me feel like a member of her family. I always feel welcome. And my teeth have never looked better! Thank you, Dr Alex!”
						Wendy G., Fairfax, VA
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						Stunning
 Smile Makeovers

						Get the Dream Smile You Deserve

						When the contestants in the Miss DC pageant want their smiles to really “wow” the judges so they can take home first prize, they come to the Aesthetic Dental Spa for cosmetic dentistry and smile makeovers. That’s because they know Dr. Naini won’t just give them a cookie-cutter smile; she’ll make sure that their smile is completely personalized to their unique tastes and desires, and that’s the exact same kind of attention you’ll receive when you come to see us. All of the pictures you see on this site are actually real patients of Dr. Naini, so as you can see, the results often speak for themselves. 

						
							About Smile Makeovers
							Other Cosmetic Options
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						Refreshing
 Preventive Dentistry

						Caring for Tysons Smiles 

						You have so much going on in your life already, the last thing you’d ever want to spend time on is fixing a dental issue. With our preventive dentistry, we can give you and your entire family years of problem free smiles. We’ll catch dental issues early and treat them quickly, and in many cases, we’ll be able to stop them before they even start. With us, the last thing you’ll ever need to worry about is your teeth. 

						
							About Preventive Dentistry
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						Brilliant
 Teeth Whitening

						For Brighter, Whiter Smiles

						Do you enjoy a cup of coffee every morning or a glass (or two) of wine each night? If so, this, along with other common factors like aging and genetics, can easily make your smile look yellow, dull, and discolored. Rather than take a chance with a generic drugstore teeth whitening treatment, we can give you a dramatically whiter smile in less than an hour with our reliable, safe, and effective in-office treatment at our Tysons dental office. In the same time as a typical lunch break, we can make your teeth up to 8 shades whiter without any lingering sensitivity! 

						
							About Teeth Whitening
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						Dental Crowns
 & Bridges

						Reclaim Confident, Healthy Teeth

						If you’re dealing with chipped, broken, decayed, or missing teeth that are affecting your smile right now, STOP! We can help! With just two easy appointments, we can give your smile back everything it has lost and more. Our natural-looking restorations will blend in seamlessly with your smile and make your damaged teeth seem like a distant memory. If you’re ready to smile with confidence again, we have exactly what you need.

						
							About Crowns & Bridges
							Other Restorative Options
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						Invisalign®
 Clear Braces

						A Straighter Smile, Discreetly

						If you’ve avoided getting your teeth straightened because you couldn’t stand the idea of getting metal braces, then Invisalign is perfect for you. It is the most discreet, comfortable and convenient orthodontic treatment available today, and it will allow you to get the straighter smile you’ve always wanted without having to alter your natural appearance or diet. With Invisalign, the only thing other people will notice will be your results! 

						
							About Invisalign® Braces
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						Revitalizing
 Periodontal Therapy

						Eliminate Gum Disease

						Gum disease is the most common dental problem in the entire world, and the early signs of it can be easy to miss on your own. That’s why we will always keep an eye on your gums during your regular appointments. If we see even the slightest hint of the infection, we’ll be able to quickly treat it with comprehensive periodontal therapy. With our watchful eye and these effective treatments, we’ll make sure that gum disease will never damage your smile. 

						
							About Periodontal Therapy
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				Dream BIG. Smile BIGGER!

				We’re dedicated to making you feel beautiful in every way, and that extends well beyond how your teeth look. With our own personal line of lipsticks, lip glosses, take-home teeth whitening, and more, we can give you everything you need to take on the world with confidence. 
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				We Love Tysons & Beyond

				Serving Others & Touching Lives

				The Aesthetic Dental Spa has one simple goal that we strive for every day: to help people and improve their lives at the same time. Frequently, this mission takes us beyond the walls of our office. We donate to and support many charities, both local and national, because we believe it is truly our duty to help those in need. We support the Make-A-Wish Foundation, Best Buddies International, Becky’s Fund, the Washington Humane Society, and more. Many of our patients also share our passion for service, so if you would like to get involved with us, simply click on the link below to learn how.
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					Have Questions?

					We’ve Got the Answers.
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					(703) 827-8282
					8302-A Old Courthouse Rd,
 Vienna, VA 22182
				
					
						Office Hours
						Monday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

						Tuesday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

						Wednesday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

						Thursday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

						Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm

						*Special Appointment Times Available By Request
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